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ABSTRACT

ABHISHEK CHANDRATRE. High Performance Shortest Paths. (Under the
direction of DR. ERIK SAULE)

In Graph theory, Single Source Shortest Paths (SSSP ) is one of the problems which

can be easily solved sequentially using Dijkstra’s Algorithm, but it gets notoriously

difficult in a parallel setting. This can be attributed to its transitive dependencies.

In this thesis, we present our ideas on efficiently calculating shortest paths for

road networks on shared memory architecture. We first discuss the performance of

SSSP algorithms on random graphs and actual road networks. Then we present our

improvements on shared memory implementation of Delta Stepping algorithm. By

far, this is the only work-efficient algorithm that can solve SSSP in parallel. We

discuss the performance of our Improved Delta Stepping algorithm on graphs of U.S.

states road networks. In the end, we report comparisons between existing algorithm

and its proposed variant.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

There are many systems in the natural world and in the society that are amenable to

mathematical and computational modeling. However, not everything is easily codified

as a system of particles with coordinates and momenta. Some systems and problems

such as social networks, ecologies, and genetic regulatory schemes are intrinsically

divorced from space and time descriptions and instead are more naturally expressed

as graphs that reflect their topological properties[1].

A Graph G = (V,E) is defined as a group of nodes V , and nodes u, v ∈ V which

share relation are modeled as edges E. Graphs can be undirected for such as friends in

a social network graph or directed such as water flowing through pipes. In this thesis,

we will be focusing on directed graphs, specifically road networks. Using algorithms

we can solve multiple real-world problems by correctly modeling these problems into

graphs. In shortest path, we can solve problems like finding all pair shortest path [2]

or single source shortest path where we have a fixed source and we find the shortest

distance from it to all the other nodes.

Finding shortest paths in a graph is used in large number of domains such as,

GPS help create road networks and finding shortest can help us answer questions like

"How can I reach to point B from point A quickly", shortest paths algorithms are also

used in financial asset trading [3], currency conversions [3]. In social networks, we

can deduce degree of separation. Routing protocols in networks use shortest paths.

When we talk about betweenness centrality [4] [5] , we can answer "Who is the most

important or central node of the graph", betweenness centrality is defined as the

"number of times a node acts as a bridge along the shortest path between two other

nodes", knowing this fact we can answer questions like "Selection which group of
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people from social media would help spread the news quicker", "which cellular tower

is most loaded". Betweenness centrality of node v is given by,

g(v) =
∑
s6=t6=v

σst(v)

σst

where σst is a total number of shortest paths from node s to t and σst(v) is number

of those paths passing through v. In such cases, it is tempting to first find all shortest

path pair using Floyd-Warshall algorithm in θ(v3). The problem arises when we have

a large number of nodes and it becomes impossible to keep a 2D matrix of the shortest

path in Memory. Thus in this thesis, since we will be dealing with millions of nodes

in a road network, we chose to solve Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP ) problem.

Since the advent of the self-driving car, we find a lot of application of shortest

paths for operations like route planning and motion planning.

In the parallel environment, we have two main architecture namely shared memory

and distributed memory architecture. In shared memory, we have multiple CPU cores

accessing single physical memory. Alternatively, in distributed memory, the physical

memory is distributed over the network. In this thesis, we particularly look at shared

memory architecture for solving SSSP in parallel.

1.1 Motivation

SSSP problem has been solved a couple of decades ago, we believe there has not

been an extensive study on solving this problem in parallel. Finding shortest path

is one the basic algorithms which in turn is used as base by many other algorithms

to find their optimal solutions. Thus improving the efficiency of SSSP will have a

huge impact on other algorithms. Thus, in this thesis, we focus on Delta Stepping

[6] - an algorithm to find shortest paths in parallel and present improvements to its

implementation.
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Also, we observed that authors used randomly generated graphs to report perfor-

mance of their algorithm. We strongly believe that using random graphs to model

performance does not portray its actual performance when compared with real-world

data.

1.2 Research Contributions

In this thesis, we answer the question of whether performance observed on ran-

domly generate graph actually models the performance of those algorithms on real

road networks. Next, we present improvements to Delta Stepping, optimizations are

achieved by modifying data structures and adding clever techniques. We also show

that performance of our implementation compare with performance obtained by using

optimized heaps.

Moreover, we compared our implementation with Ligra framework [7] and our

improved Delta Stepping outperformed Ligra in several test, more details in 4.3.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The thesis is organized as follows: In the next Chapter 2, we present formal problem

definition 2.1 and Related work 2.2, where we talk about sequential and parallel

solutions to SSSP . Chapter 3 will discuss the importance of graph topology and

specifically the road networks. In Chapter 4 we present Delta Stepping algorithm

and the optimizations which we performed with their results. In the end, in Chapter

5 concludes the thesis with remarks and raises a few question for future research.



CHAPTER 2: Problem Definition and Related Work

2.1 Problem Definition

Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with V vertices and E edges. We will be using

term vertices and nodes interchangeably. Let (u, v) be two nodes such that (u, v) ∈ V

and (u, v) ∈ E if and only if there is a direct non negative edge from u to v. In SSSP

we select a source node s from V and compute δ(v) for all nodes in G, δ(v) is the

shortest path from node s to node v. δ(v) = ∞ is v is not reachable from s and

δ(s) = 0.

SSSP is inherently a sequential problem, i.e., if δ(v) is not zero and node w lies in

the shortest path of v then we first need to find the value of δ(w) to compute δ(v).

Delta Stepping [6] is first successful algorithm which can compute shortest paths in

parallel. According to our findings, this algorithm for shared memory system was then

studied twice in [8] and [9]. Both of them introduced optimizations to DeltaStepping

and reported their results.

In Chapter3 we discuss effect of having real road network dataset compare to a

graph which are randomly generated in evaluating the SSSP results.

2.2 Related Work

In 2005-2006, 9th DIMACS (Center for Discrete Mathematics and Theoretical

Computer Science) challenge was on shortest paths. Thus, around that year many

studies were conducted on finding shortest paths. Some of the studies involved BFS

on massive graphs [10], parallel shortest paths implementation [11], high performance

multi-level graph [12], K shortest paths [13].

This chapter has been divided into two segments concerning SSSP by sequential
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and parallel algorithms.

2.2.1 Sequential Shortest Path

In sequential algorithm section, we present two types of algorithm i.e Label setting

algorithm and Label correcting algorithm.

2.2.1.1 Label Setting Algorithms

These algorithms mark one vertex v as permanent after each iteration. Dijkstra’s

is one such algorithm.

Edsger W. Dijkstra - in 1959, then a twenty-nine years old computer scientist

proposed algorithms for the solution of two fundamental graph theoretic problems:

the minimum weight spanning tree problem and the shortest path problem [14]. Even

today Dijkstra’s Algorithm (DA) for the shortest path problem is one of the most

celebrated algorithms in computer science[14]. DA is summarized as:

1. Assign δ(s) = 0 for source vertex s and δ(x) = inf for x ∈ V − (s).

2. Find vertex v with smallest δ(v). If there are no vertices or if δ(v) = inf then

goto step 4.

3. Make v permanent and for nodes y adjacent to v, update δ(y) = δ(v) +E(v, y).

Goto step 2.

4. Print δ for all values and exit.

Finding the next non permanent vertex v with minimum δ(v) is computationally

intensive part of this algorithm. Original DA did not use min priority queue to find

next shortest vertex and ran in time O(V 2 +E). Using Fibonacci Heap [15], DA can

run in O(V log(V ) + E) [16], this is due to the fact that decrease − key operation

in Fibonacci heap is constant. Whereas if we use binary heap we get complexity of

O((E + V )log(V )), as decrease− key operation takes O(log(V )) running time.
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Dijkstra’s algorithm have the flexibility to choose heap and the way we can use it

i.e. while relaxing we can either decrease-key or we can simply add a new pair of

(v, δ(v)) where v ∈ V to the heap. In following table we discuss some types of heap

with thier insert/delete-Min operation [17].

Table 2.1: Priority Queue that can be used in Dijkstra’s algorithm

Priority Queue Insert/Delete-Min

Bottom-up Binary Heap O(log2(V ))

Aligned 4-ary Heap O(log4(V ))

Aligned 16-ary Heap O(log16(V ))

Fibonacci Heap O(1)

While we were comparing various implementations we found out we got most perfor-

mance from 4-ary heap, more details at result section 4.3. Following table summaries

difference in complexities for a graph G(V,E) with D decrease key operations, using

heap with decrease-key or heap without decreasing-key operations [17].

Table 2.2: Dijkstra’s with and without Decrement Key

Insert Decrease-Key Delete/Delete-Min Total

Dijkstra’s Dec V D V 2V + D

Dijkstra’s No-Dec V + D None V + D 2V + 2D

We can observe, in case of DA without decreasing key we performs more operation

on heap but it outperforms DA with decrease-key operation on sparse graphs, details

discussed in 3.1.1.

2.2.1.2 Label Correcting Algorithms

These algorithms can relax non settled vertices, continuous relaxing results in con-

vergence to shortest paths. The label are not permanent until all iterations have been
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completed. Bellman-Ford [18], is one such label correcting algorithm with running

time of O(V E). Next, we present pseudo code for Bellman-Ford.

Algorithm 1 Bellman-Ford
Input: Graph G(V,E), s

Output: δ(v) for v ∈ V , shortest path for v from s

1: function Bellman-Ford

2: for all v ∈ V do

3: δ(v)← inf

4: delta(s)← 0

5: for all ifrom 1 to |V | - 1 do

6: for all ( do(u, v) ∈ E)

7: relax(u, v)

8: function relax(u, v)

9: if δ(v) > δ(u) + dist(u, v) then

10: δ(v) = δ(u) + dist(u, v) . Update min to v

We can observe that we have a loop while run over the length of vertices and for

each iteration it again scans for all the edges, thus we the running time complexity as

O(V E), which is worse that what Dijkstra’s algorithm offer. The noteworthy point

of this algorithm is that it can detect negative cycles, which cannot be achieved in

Dijkstra’s algorithm.

2.2.2 Parallel Shortest Path

In this section, we talk about some algorithms that can process graphs in parallel

and result in shortest paths. There are various algorithm that run in parallel can solve

all pair shortest path such as, we can run multiple instance of Dijkstra’s algorithm

on multiple nodes simultaneously.

For Parallel Bellmen Ford, there are multiple variation possible such are distribute
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nodes across the networks, using GPU’s. paper [19], talk about it in more detail.

Also, we have parallel implementation of Floyd-Warshall algorithm has been stud-

ied in [20], [21].

In this thesis, we will talk about Delta Stepping in detail under chapter 4. Also, we

present our own implementation and discuss the motivations behind choosing certain

data structures.

2.2.3 Graph Analysis Libraries

In this thesis, we compared our Improved Delta Stepping performance with Delta

Stepping provided by Ligra [7]. According to our information Galios [22], is another

lightweight parallel graph processing framework. Networkit [23] and Combinatorial

BLAS [24] are two highly used high-performance software libraries for graph process-

ing.



CHAPTER 3: Road Networks

In this thesis, we present a way to extract road networks from OpenStreetMap [25].

OpenStreetMap (OSM) is Wikipedia for geographic locations, where users upload ge-

ographic information. After every 7 hours, OSM releases new Planet file. Another

website called geofabrik [26] parses the planet file and maintain geographic informa-

tion in a hierarchical manner. In this thesis, we picked up states geographic files from

geofabrik and wrote a script against it to parse them and create graphs in a simple

format of the directed edge from vertex u to v with distance d.

The main advantage of going through this process is that, we can model various

types of graphs, where the edge weight can be the distance between two nodes u, v ∈ V

or it could be time taken by vehicle, bike, walk to travel from node v to u. We kept it

simple, using minimum speed and maximum speed for roads, we modeled the network

from a perspective of car travel.

3.1 Graph Topology

Most of the times, when authors publish algorithm they test their algorithms on

graphs which are generated randomly. We believe for shortest paths, the performance

of algorithms on road networks vs randomly generated graph is quite different.

Random graphs are mostly generated using following ways.

3.1.1 Random Graph

Random Graph is the first prototype of random graph generator given by Erdos-

Renyi in 1960[27]. These graphs can be defined as a Probability distribution over

a graph. Given a random graph G(V, p), V are nodes of graph and p gives the

probability of having an edge between any two nodes. Following diagram portrays
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the how different graphs are generated by adjusting the value of p. We can observe

if we increase the value of p we get a denser graph and at p ← 1 we get a complete

graph.

(a) Random Graph

Figure 3.1: Effect of increasing p value on a graph with 10 nodes.

3.1.2 Variations of Random Graphs

For long time random graphs have been studied and used to modeling complexities

of algorithms like shortest paths, scheduling problems, approximation algorithms.

Researcher have come up with various have proposed variations of random graphs to

simulate graph for a particular problem.

3.1.2.1 Weighted Random Graph

Weighted random graph G(V, p, d) can be defined as random graph of G(V, p) which

has edges which weight is randomly distributed in radius of ]0; d].

3.1.2.2 Random under constraints

Certain types of random graph generator create graph under conditions. One of

such graph is precedence graphs [28], these graph have a property that these graphs

can be topologically sorted. There are no back cycle, thus these graphs can be used

to create graphs for modeling and simulating scheduling problems.

3.1.3 Kronecker graph

Kronecker graph are used to generate realistic networks. These graphs are based on

how graphs evolve over the time, such as number of nodes in networks increase, diam-
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eter of graphs reduce. These graphs are created recursively using Kronecker matrix

and Kronecker Product [29].

3.1.4 RMAT graphs

RMAT graphs are another types of recursive matrix graphs which aims to created

real like graphs over multiple domains [30]. By setting Kronecker matrix to 2x2 we

generate RMAT graphs, thus we can say Kronecker graphs are generalized RMAT

graphs [31]. Also, we need to explicitly pass E edges in case of RMAT graphs, but in

Kronecker encodes the number of edges [31].

3.1.5 Arguments on Random Graphs

Random graphs have been studied throughly [32], since they are simple and we

can make use of the probability p associated with it. These graphs are widely used

by researchers to express their work in terms of random graph. Thus we make a

statement that "Using random graph for modeling performance does not guarantee

the same performance on real network graphs". To this statement we put forth

following case:

When we consider DA, we can have multiple implementation priority queue. Heaps

are best way to abstract priority queue. In DA, heaps can be modeled to relax

nodes either by decreasing key or by reinserting the same node with reduced distance.

Following summaries the complexity of heap operation in both of the cases.

Table 3.1: Dijkstra’s with and without Decreasing Key

Insert Decrease-Key Delete/Delete-Min Total

Dijkstra’s Dec n D n 2n + D

Dijkstra’s No-Dec n + D None n + D 2n + 2D

From table 3.1 we can observe that the heap with no decrease-key is doing more

work, but in when we consider a sparse graph studies have shown that heap without
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decrease-key is more efficient and heap with decrease-key is more efficient on dense

graphs [17]. Thus we can say that until and unless we know the topology of graph

performance of algorithm cannot be compared.

3.1.6 Real Graphs and Random Edges

Random Graphs have Poisson distribution of edges, and road networks are not

based on specific distributions. Next, we consider graphs which are road networks

but with randomly weighted edges and we make an argument that, even if we modeling

performance on network graphs based on random weights, we still cannot predict its

performance on network graphs. Following case bolsters our argument:

Some algorithms are sensitive to edge weight, for example In Delta Stepping we

have a configurable parameter ∆ which is used to divide adjacent nodes into two

categories, in result 4 we show the effect of value of ∆ on a particular graph. We

observe that different values of ∆ are suited for unique graphs. Thus if an algorithm

has high performance on road networked modeled graph, does not necessarily mean

it would have high performance on a social network graph.
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(a) Real Edges vs Random Edges on based on geography of North Carolina

Figure 3.2: Distribution of shortest path on nodes, sorted by BFS for North Carolina.

Visualizing graphs based on random edge weight is difficult. In figure 3.2, we have

captured shortest paths for NC state and have sorted nodes based on BFS. Yellow

colored spectrum is shortest paths based on network graph and gray colored spectrum

is based on network graph with random edges.

We can observe that gray color spectrum is tighter than yellow colored spectrum.

Thus when an edge sensitive algorithm tries to perform optimizations on random

graphs, we are unsure that the same algorithm would perform similar to what it did

on random graph, due to its sensitivity to edge lengths.
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(a) Single thread implementation comparisions

Figure 3.3: Distribution of shortest path on nodes, sorted by BFS for Ohio.

For Ohio 3.3, again we have x-axis as nodes sorted by BFS from source node and

on y-axis we have four parameters namely,

1. Number of steps required to reach from soruce

2. Shortest path distance

each for real graph and a real graph with random edges. We see the same pattern

as North-Carolina graph.

1. The Shortest paths in real graph are spread in a spectrum where as for real

graph with random edges shortest paths of neighboring are close.

2. The steps required to reach a particular node in real graph with random edges

is much smaller compared to its counterpart in real graphs.

Moreover, at bottom of figure 3.2 and 3.3 we see bucket distribution of nodes,

more detail on buckets is mentioned in next section. Buckets holds vertices, the time
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required to process each bucket depends on number of vertices it keeps. As we can

observer the bucket distribution for real graph and real graph with random edges is

different, then execution of same algorithm on these graph would result in different

execution time.

In results section 4.3, we show the effect of changing ∆ on a graph. Also, we show

with same ∆ and threads two algorithms vary their performance based on the graph.

3.1.7 Short Summary

In this section using different random generated graph and graph with random edge

weight, we have shown that if an algorithm A performs well on graph G, it does not

imply that A would perform similarly on random graph Ĝ.



CHAPTER 4: Delta Stepping

In 1998, Delta Stepping was introduced by U. Meyers and P. Sander [6]. This was

first work efficient parallel shortest path algorithm[6] and is discussed in 4.1.

4.1 Algorithm

In this section we discuss the working of basic Delta Stepping algorithm. We have

directed graph G(V,E), source node s and ∆ parameter as inputs, and we expect to

get shortest path from s i.e. δ(v) : v ∈ V .
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Algorithm 2 Delta Stepping
Input: Graph G(V,E), s,∆

Output: δ(v) for v ∈ V , shortest path for v from s

1: function Delta_stepping

2: for all v ∈ V do

3: heavy[v][w]← {dist(v, w) : (v, w) ∈ E and dist(v, w) <= ∆}

4: light[v][w]← {dist(v, w) : (v, w) ∈ E and dist(v, w) > ∆}

5: δ(v)← inf

6: relax(s, 0)

7: i← 0

8: while B is not empty do

9: S = θ

10: while B[i]! = θ do

11: Req = {(w; δ(v) + dist(v;w)) : v ∈ B[i] and (v;w) ∈ light(v)}

12: S = S ∪B[i];B[i] = θ

13: for (v, x) ∈ Req do . Relax light edges

14: relax(v, x)

15: Req = {(w; δ(v) + dist(v;w)) : v ∈ S and (v;w) ∈ heavy(v)}

16: for (v, x) ∈ Req do . Relax heavy edges

17: relax(v, x)

18: i = i+ 1 . Next Bucket

19: function relax(v, w)

20: if w < δ(v) then

21: B[δ(v)/∆] := B[δ(v)/∆] \ v . Remove v from old bucket

22: δ(v) = w . Update shortest path to v

23: B[δ(v)/∆] := B[δ(v)/∆] ∪ v . Place v in new bucket
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The algorithm takes three parameter namely, graph G(V,E), source nodes s, and

∆. In this algorithm size of each bucket is exactly ∆. We process for non-empty

buckets and if all the bucket have been completed, then we terminate the problem.

Algorithm can be divided in three main phases as mentioned below.

The relaxation that we perform are done in parallel.

4.1.1 Classification of Edges

This is the phase where parameter ∆ sets up the edges into categories for further

processing. From line 2 to 5, for v ∈ V we categorize edges into light or heavy depend-

ing on whether their edge weight is less than or equal or more than ∆ respectively.

For edges (u, v) ∈ Light, signify that upon relaxation of u, v would fall in same

bucket or the next bucket. Similarly, for (u, v)inHeavy, upon relaxation of u, we are

guaranteed that v would never fall in current bucket.

After completion of Phase 1. We loop over all and to find first non-empty bucket.

Then we start with following phases.

4.1.2 Light Edges Processing

Once we find first non-empty bucket we perform following operations. Empty S

data structure.

1. Empty Req data structure

2. Collect all vertices and their light edge neighbors and push them in Req data

structure.

3. Push current vertices in S set.

4. Empty current Bucket.

5. Relax all elements from Req data structure.

After we complete one iteration of above steps, since nodes at the end of light edge

are within distance ∆, these nodes either fall in current bucket or the next one. Then
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we check are there more vertices in current bucket, if true then repeat above 4 steps,

else move to next phase.

4.1.3 Heavy Edges Processing

In this phase, we relax the heavy edges of the vertices which were processed in

previous phase. As we have pushed all the vertices in S data structure, we perform

following actions.

1. Empty Req

2. Loop over S

3. Push heavy edges and updated distance to Req

4. Relax all elements from Req data structure.

We just make perform iteration of current phase, as the nodes in this phase are

beyond length of ∆ none of the edges fall in current bucket. Thus we move forward

to search next empty bucket.

As we notice, we never set a label on vertex. Thus we classify Delta Stepping as

Label Correcting algorithm. Once all the buckets are empty, we are sure that all

nodes are converged and we have the final result in δ.

4.2 Delta Stepping Improved

In this section we present our implementation of the idea Delta Stepping.

Removing Req Data structure completely Taking S as vector but making sure that

there are no reinsertions. Having limited number of buckets Copying just once per

iteration.
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Algorithm 3 Delta Stepping Improved
Input: Graph G(V,E), s,∆

Output: δ(v) for v ∈ V , shortest path for v from s

#define CORRECT_BUCKET(x,y) ((x)%y)

struct {

Vertex barray [ count (V ) ] ] ;

atomic<int> index=0;

} bucket ;

struct {

Vector<Vertex> t_vec [ width ] ;

} thread_buckets ;

1: function Delta_stepping

2: for all v ∈ V do

3: heavy[v][w]← {dist(v, w) : (v, w) ∈ E and dist(v, w) <= ∆}

4: light[v][w]← {dist(v, w) : (v, w) ∈ E and dist(v, w) > ∆}

5: δ(v)← inf

6: max_edge← max(E)

7: width← (max_edge/∆) + 1

8: buckets← bucket[width]

9: t_buckets← thread_bucket[number_of_threads]

10: S ← vector < V ertex > [number_of_threads]

11: relax(s, 0)

12: i← 0
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Algorithm 4 Delta Stepping Improved
13: while buckets are not empty do

14: tid← thread_id

15: cb← next non emptyCORRECT_BUCKET (i, widht)

16: S[tid] = θ

17: while buckets[cb].index! = 0 do

18: relax(w, δ(v) + dist(v;w)) : v ∈ buckets[i] and (v;w) ∈ light(v)}

19: S[tid] = S[tid] ∪ buckets[cb].array

20: buckets[cb].index = 0

21: merge_thread_buckets(cb, true)

22: Req = {(w; δ(v) + dist(v;w)) : v ∈ S[tid] and (v;w) ∈ heavy(v)}

23: for (v, x) ∈ Req do . Relax heavy edges

24: relax(v, x)

25: merge_thread_buckets(cb, false)

26: i = i+ 1 . Next Bucket

27: function merge_thread_buckets(bucket_index, is_cb)

28: start← bucket_index

29: end← 1 ifis_cb = True else width

30: for i ∈ 0, end do

31: buckets[i]← buckets[i] ∪ t_buckets[tid][i]

32: function relax(v, w)

33: if w < δ(v) then

34: B[δ(v)/∆] := B[δ(v)/∆] \ v . Remove v from old bucket

35: δ(v) = w . Update shortest path to v

36: B[δ(v)/∆] := B[δ(v)/∆] ∪ v . Place v in new bucket
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4.2.1 Data structures

In this section we discuss the data structure that we use and our motivation behind

using them. We are making use of atomic which are provided by C++, instead of locks

since they are more expensive than atomics. We wanted to achieve most parallelism

from the program and at the same time we wanted to minimize conflicts on atomics

while processing in parallel.

• δ(v): To store minimum distance of vertex v ∈ V we use array of atomics

<typeof(V )>. This to ensure that minimum distance have been updated atom-

ically and δ always keeps updated minimum value.

• Thread buckets: Each thread bucket is a list of vector<typeof(V )> owned by a

thread, the size of list is equal to width. We use thread buckets while relaxation,

so that while relaxing we do not get conflicts between threads.

• buckets: Buckets contain array of structure of size width. Where each bucket

structure contain an array is of size(V ) to hold vertices, and has a an atomic

pointer index which which when accessed tells number of nodes currently present

in the bucket. When we need to merge nodes from thread bucket to actual

buckets we first lock the space by incrementing the atomic index to index +

(elements in equivalent thread bucket), and then copy elements from thread

bucket to buckets in a single pass.

• S: S structure is list of vector<typeof(V )> of size number of threads. Since we

use vector instead of set we expect multiple similar entries in S, see S_buckets

for details on how we achieve set like properties on vector S. Each thread will

fill its own S data structure, that we do not get conflicts when we fill S data

structure with nodes.
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• S_bucket: This is an array of size V , which keep mapping of vertex to its

bucket. We make use of S_bucket to check whether nodes bucket have been

changed, if true then push nodes to S[tid]; else skip. Although we have use S

as vector, using S_bucket we minimize chances of reinsertions in vector S. This

simple trick gave us a performance boost of up to 10% on graph with million

nodes. We tried to do atomic insertion for S_bucket, but found that the cost

of duplicate insertion was smaller than the cost of atomics, so we would rather

have duplicates.

4.2.2 Working of Improved Delta Stepping

We again break the algorithm in three different phases namely: edge classification,

light edges processing and heavy edges processing.

4.2.2.1 Classification of edges

This section is similar to 4.1.1. Moreover we can perform classification of edges in

parallel using simple omp loop construct.

4.2.2.2 Light Edges Processing

In this phase we process light edges of the nodes which are present in current bucket.

Initially we find first non empty bucket by looping over bucket[CORRECT_BUCKET(i,

width)].index. Thus before exiting we scan just width number of times.

While current bucket has elements, we spread those elements amongst threads.

Each thread then relaxes the light edges, since each threads has its own t_bucket

there are no conflicts during relaxation. Moreover, while pushing vertex in S, we make

use of S_bucket, so that we do not add redundand elements, if we had redundant

vertices’s in S, then we would have to process them for their heavy edges with no

change in result whatsoever. After all threads have completed their processing, we

empty current bucket and then merge t_bucket[current_bucket] to actual buckets

and repeat above steps.
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4.2.2.3 Heavy Edges Processing

Once current bucket is empty, we move to heavy edge processing. In this phase,

each thread loops over its S data structure and relaxes heavy edges. Next, the thread

will merge it’s first non empty t_bucket to actual buckets.

4.2.3 Explanation of Optimization

In this section we talk about, motivation behind using some data structure and

techniques.

• Width: In this thesis is defined as maximum edge in graph divided by ∆ plus

1. It gives us an estimate of number of maximum buckets that can utilized

without side effect of relaxation. This allow us to reuse previous buckets and at

the same time it reduces time for searching vertices for next non empty bucket.

• Removal of Req data structure: We believe that Req data structure was used

so that relaxation can be done in parallel. Instead, we created set of buckets

with each thread so that relaxation does not introduce conflicts. Later by

merging thread buckets to actual buckets we achieve same its desired state with

optimizations in merging of buckets.

• Merging of buckets: For a thread to merge its thread bucket to actual bucket,

it first has to increment buckets.index by number of element current thread

bucket has. Once the thread is successful in pushing buckets.index, thread can

copy its nodes without a risk of overwriting nodes of other elements.

Moreover, we can control the number of buckets that we can merge. Upon

testing we found out, instead of merging all the thread bucket to actual buckets

at end of phase 3, we can merge first non empty bucket. This optimization

helped us achieve better even with lower ∆.
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4.3 Results

All the result were performed on UNCC HPC cluster. Cluster consisted of 16

(8*2) cores Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2667 v3, which were clocked to 3.20GHz and

it had 131 GB physical memory. On the software side of the environment, cluster ran

on "Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7" with 3.10.0-693.5.2.el7.x86_64 Linux Kernel, with

GCC 5.5.0 compiler and -O3 -std=c++11 fopenmp flags.

4.3.1 Single Thread Delta Stepping and Dijkstra’s

(a) Single thread implementation comparisions

Figure 4.1: Comparison of single thread Delta Stepping with various Dijkstra’s im-
plementations.

In figure 4.1, we compare single thread implementation of Delta Stepping with var-

ious Dijkstra’s implementations. Basic Dijkstra’s implementation is simple loop over
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priority queue and the priority queue is created using Boost Library’s Fibonacci heap.

As we can observe that basic Dijkstra’s I taking lot of time, we then implemented

DA using gheap [33] which is fast generalized heap tree algorithms in C++. Using

gheap we get comparable results to Imporved Delta Stepping with single thread.

We also test with n-ary heap using gheap. In this study we tested with 4-ary and

16-ary heap. Although, both of them performed better than basic implementations

of Dijkstra’s, 4-ary heap was better than 16-ary heap. In the next figure we take the

same results and exclude basic implementation from it.

(a) Single thread implementation comparisions without Fibonacci Heap

Figure 4.2: Comparison of single thread Delta Stepping with various Dijkstra’s im-
plementations excluding basic implementation of DA.

In figure 4.8, we excluded basic implementation so that we can zoom in perfor-

mance of Delta Stepping and n-ary heaps. Also, we have added Ligra’s single thread
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implementation to the graph, more details on Ligra in 4.3.4[7]. In this result, Ligra’s

Delta Stepping implementation with single thread outperforms every other algorithm.

Improved Delta Stepping with single thread compared neck to neck with 4-ary heap

implementation of Dijkstra’s.

4.3.2 Performance on increasing threads

In this experiment, we studied effects of adding thread on performance. Improved

Delta Stepping was performed on graph of California, various ∆ values and with

increasing number of threads.

(a) Threads vs Performance

Figure 4.3: Performance gain on addition of threads.

As we can observe, for smaller ∆ of 10 and 100 we did notice decrease in time,

whereas for ∆ of 500 and 1000 we see sudden increase in time for 14 and 16 threads.
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Since the performance of graphs are also dependent on value of ∆, choosing right

number of threads and right ∆ is important. In next figure we exclude thread 14 and

16 so that we can view other threads in more detail.

(a) Threads vs Performance without 14 and 16 threads

Figure 4.4: Performance gain on addition of threads.

Here we can observe that as we increase threads we see proportional decrease in

time up to 8 threads beyond that we might not be able to see proportional decrease

in time. Also we can see that the value of ∆ affect the performance. Thus in next

section we look at how value of ∆ affects the performance.

4.3.3 Effect of increasing ∆

In figure 4.5, we again use the same California graph and this time we test for 4, 8

and 16 threads and vary value of ∆ from 10 to 12000 and observe the performance.
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(a) Performance vs Delta

Figure 4.5: Performance under varying ∆.

We notice that as we increased ∆ performance of 4 threads beyond ∆ 1000 de-

creased. Whereas, for 8 threads performance was somewhat better compared to 4

threads. But 16 threads showed nice performance even after increasing ∆ beyond

1000. One thing to notice here is around ∆ value of 1500, we observe a spike in time

axis for 4 threads. As of now there is no good way to find ∆ on real graphs. For now,

trail and error is the only good way to find plausible ∆.

4.3.4 Comparison with Ligra

In this section we show performance comparison of our implementation against

Ligra’s Delta Stepping [7].
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(a) Improved Delta Stepping vs Ligra’s Delta Stepping with single thread

Figure 4.6: Comparison of single thread Improved Delta Stepping with Ligra’s Delta
Stepping.

Figure 4.6, we tested Ligra and improved Delta Stepping over graphs of different

states with 1 thread and delta as 100. We observe that, ligra with one thread outper-

forms improved Delta Stepping with one thread. Moreover, Ligra’s single threads also

outperform almost all Dijkstra’s implementations that we implemented. The reason

for this performance boost as of is unknown.
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(a) Delta Stepping vs Ligra over various ∆

Figure 4.7: Plots of Improved Delta Stepping and Ligra’s Delta Stepping over various
∆ values.

In figure 4.7, we test graph of Alabama with 4 threads and by increasing value of

∆. In this experiment we wanted to check, how do both of these algorithms react to

different ∆ values. One thing to notice is our implementation, outperformed Ligra’s

implementation being twice as fast.
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(a) Delta Stepping vs Ligra for 4 thread and 100 ∆

Figure 4.8: Plots of Improved Delta Stepping and Ligra’s Delta Stepping over various
states with 4 threads and 100 ∆ value.

Next, we compare for same thread and delta value, we measure performance of

these two algorithms over different graphs. As we can notice, Improved Delta Step-

ping outperformed Ligra for most of the states, while Ligra’s implementation in this

experiment well only for Ohio.
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(a) Delta Stepping vs Ligra for 16 thread and 100 ∆

Figure 4.9: Plots of Improved Delta Stepping and Ligra’s Delta Stepping over various
states with 16 threads and 100 ∆ value.

Also, we tested same graphs again, but this time we increase number of threads

to 16. We found out that our Improved Delta Stepping performs better in parallel

environment, refer to figure 4.9. Whereas, Ligra’s 1 thread outperformed improved

Delta stepping.



CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, we explained why we shouldn’t model performance based on random

graphs for shortest paths algorithms, instead performance should be modeled based on

the domain, it our case it was road networks. Moreover, we discussed Delta Stepping

algorithm in detail, then we presented improved version of Delta Stepping.

Our implementation was compared with various implementations of Dijkstra’s al-

gorithm. We saw that single thread Delta Stepping had a similar running time as Di-

jkstra’s algorithm using 4-ary heap and without heap decrement. Moreover, we com-

pared our implementation with Ligra (Lightweight Graph Processing Framework),

and we observed most of the time our implementation outperformed better than

Ligra, the only exception being performance comparison with one thread. Where,

Ligra outperforms our implementation, with a huge margin.

In future research, we still need to study on how to create a perfect ∆ value for a

particular graph such that we get maximum speedup. Also, we need to investigate

why Ligra’s Delta Stepping with 1 thread outperformed all other implementations.
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